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IT Peripheral Smart Vending Machine & Lockers
Easy access to IT devices,
accessories,and supplies
— anytime
Decrease downtime by providing
employees with instant, self-service
access to IT accessories and a secure
storage place for device procurement,
repair, and replacement.
It’s a common problem in many
organizations—when employees don’t
have access to the IT supplies or
accessories they need, or have to wait
for device repair or replacement, serious
downtime occurs. IT Peripheral Smart
Vending Machines is a convenient
solution to this problem, offering rapid
resolution of your employees’ service
needs.
Choose to use an onsite vending machine for dispensing accessories, a secure
locker that stores larger devices for procurement, repair, and replacement—or
both. With the ability to customize the Smart Vending Machine offering to fit your
unique business needs, you can be sure that employees will always have the IT
equipment they need to continue to do their jobs effectively without skipping a
beat.
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IT Peripheral Smart Vending Machine & Lockers
Locker
Choose to use the IT Peripheral Smart Vending locker instead of, or in addition
to, the vending machine for a safe storage place that allows employees to
procure larger devices or send them out for repair or replacement.
• Secure repository: Enable a secure exchange of devices when one is
damaged or at the end of its lifecycle.
• Convenient pick-ups: Pick up and return devices based on whatever
schedule works best for you.
• Eliminate the wait: Employees can immediately get back to work after dropping
off a defective device since they don’t have to wait around for someone to
pick it up and can use a loaned device while theirs is repaired or replaced.

Vending Machine
The IT Peripheral Smart Vending Machine provides your end users with instant,
self-service access to the IT accessories and supplies they need. In less than
a minute, at any time of day, employees can visit this self-service machine to
obtain products including keyboards, mice, cables, power supply adapters,
headsets, batteries, USB memory, ink cartridges, and more. Integrated
approval, billing, and inventory fulfillment also make your life easier.
• Instant fulfillment: With IT supplies and accessories at their disposal 24/7,
employees will be more productive and happier with their overall experience.
• Company control: Choose which products you’d like to offer and how often
they can be accessed. Then track the peripherals being obtained through
employee badge identification.
• Managed inventory: Stay on top of employee transactions, vending
machine status, and supply levels with convenient reporting tools.
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